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1. Introduction 
 
System call addition process broadly involves adding a 
system call in system call table with its unique number, 
defining its structure (what system call will do, it can be any 
program) and its Macro definition, then compiling the edited 
kernel and rebooting system with new compiled kernel. 
There are simple steps which should be followed to add 
system call in Linux kernel but before that there are certain 
conditions or prerequisites which must be followed before 
starting with system call addition process, failure in any of 
the prerequisite step may create problem/error at the time of 
kernel compilation and hence addition of system call. This 
paper is divided into five sections, First section include 
perquisites to add system call, Second includes Steps to add 
system call in Linux kernel 3.2, third section provide with 
steps to add system call in Linux kernel 3.16, fourth explains 
steps to compile kernel and Userspace program to check 
added system call and fifth section explains briefly about 
system calls and process of system call execution. 
 
2. Prerequisites 
 
There are certain requirements which must be fulfilled 
before adding a system call in Linux kernel 
a) Get Kernel Source Code from kernel.org 
b) Set root password: After installation set root password by 

command: sudo passwd root and then execute sudo 
passwd –u root to unlock account. 

c) Access to root folder: There are many ways to do so, one 
among them is to go to terminal (by alt+tab+T) and type 
the following command: sudo chmod –R 777/root, after 
running this command one might see some error but when 
one will go to root folder, can have access to that folder 
but even after one gain access to root folder one can‘t 
create, delete or make changes in any existing file in root, 
usr or src folder.(to get this liberty refer next point) 

d) Permission to alter files in root, usr or src folder: There 
are various ways to get this but one may easily get this by 
typing command: sudo nautilus, in the terminal. After 
running this command, automatically a window will open 
and one will be able to do whatever one wants to do in 
root, src or usr folder. 

e) Installation of required packages: go to terminal and 
type command: sudo apt-get install gcc, sudo apt-get 

update, sudo apt-get install ncurses-devel (if this 
doesn‘t work try using command sudo apt-get install 
libncurses5-dev), sudo apt-get upgrade. 

f) Extract your downloaded kernel source code in usr/src 
directory. 

 
3. Steps to add system call in Linux kernel 3.2 
 
(Assuming that one has followed all the prerequisite steps) 
1) Add system call to system call table, Open file 

syscall_table_32.s, path 
arch/x86/kernel.syscall_table_32.s, in the end of the 
file(EOF) append .long sys_hello 

2) Define Macro which are associated with system call, 
Open file unistd_64.h, path 
arch/x86/include/asm/unistd_64.h, in EOF append new 
line #define __NR_hello 312 then in next line 
__SYSCALL(__NR_hello, sys_hello). 

3) Increment the value of Macro, Open file unistd_32.h, 
path arch/x86/include/asm/unistd_32.h, Go to line 
#define NR_syscall 349 (you can search for this line by 
cntrl+F and by typing any word from the line) change 
this line to #define NR_syscall 350. 

4) Add prototype of the system call, Open file syscalls.h, 
path include/linux/syscalls.h, in the EOF add line 
asmlinkage long sys_hello(void);. 

5) Create a directory named hello in the root directory of 
the kernel i.e folder of the source co 

6) de. 
7) In this hello directory create two files named hello.c 

and Makefile. 
8) In hello.c write a program #include<linux/kernel.h> 

asmlinkage long sys_hello(void){printk(“Hello 
world”\n);return 0;} 

9) Open Makefile and write obj := hello.o 
10) Now open Makefile in the root directory and go to 

line ‗core-y += kernel/m/fs/ipc/security/crypto/block‘ 
(find it with the help of Cntrl+F) and change it to ‗core-
y += kernel/m/fs/ipc/security/crypto/block’/hello/‘ 

11) System call is added, now follow kernel Compilation 
steps. (Mentioned in section 4). 
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4. Steps to Add System Call in Linux Kernel 
3.16 

 
(Assuming that one has followed all the prerequisite steps) 
1) Create a directory named hello within the directory 

linux-3.16, path usr/src/linux-3.16 
2) Create two files within hello directory, hello.c and 

Makefile 
3) In hello.c write a program  
#include<linux/kernel.h> 
asmlinkage long sys_hello(void)  
{ 
printk(―hello\n‖);  
return 0; 
} 
4) In Makefile within hello directory write obj-y := hello.o 
5) Edit Makefile in the kernel’s root directory, goto line  
‗core-y += kernel/mm/fs//ipc/security/crypto/block‘ and 

change it to  
core-y += kernel/mm/fs//ipc/security/crypto/block/hello/ 
6) Add new system call into system call table, open file 

syscall_32.tbl (if your system is a 64 bit alter the 
syscall_64/tbl file) path arch/x86/syscalls/syscalls_64.tbl, 
add following line in the end of the file(EOF) 354 i386 
hello sys_hello 

7) Add new system call (sys_hello()) in the system call 
header file, Open file syscalls.h, path 
include/linux/syscalls.h and add following in the EOF 
asmlinkage long sys_hello(void) 

8) System call is added, Now follow Kernel compilation 
steps. (Mentioned in next section) 

 
5. Steps to Compile Kernel 

 
1) Go to terminal(Cntrl+Alt+T) and go to directory where 

kernel source code is i.e type command: cd 
/usr/src/linux-3.2 or linux-3.16 according to kernel 
source directory name, to get path automatically open 
kernel source code directory then press Cntrl+L and copy 
highlighted path. 

2) Type command sudo make menuconfig (pop up will 
come navigate to file system check whether ext4 is 
selected or not, if not select it and exit ). 

3) Type command sudo make oldconfig 
4) Type command sudo make, this may take a while like 

30-40 mins to compile kernel. 
5) Type command sudo make modules_install install 
6) Reboot system with compiled kernel. 
 
5.1 Userspace Program 
 
After rebooting system make a Userspace program which 
can test that system call is successfully added or not.  
Whenever we make library functions or system calls we 
should always check the return status of the call in order to 
determine its successful execution. 
Userspace.c 
 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<sys/syscall.h> 
#include<linux/kernel.h> 
#include<unistd.h> 

int main() 
{ 
long int ana =syscall(312);// kernel 3.2.82 64 bit – 312, 32 
bit- 349, kernel 3.16- 354 (according to system call  
number in the system call table) 
printf(―system call sys_hello returned %d‖, ana); 
return 0; 
} 
 
1) Compile and run userspace program 
2) On successful compilation and execution it will print 

―system call sys_hello returned 0‖ 
3) To check message of the kernel  
4) Type command dmesg and on its execution in the end 

hello world will be displayed. 
 

6. System Call Addition Process 
 
This section briefly explains what are a system calls, how it 
works and what are the various function running when any 
system calls are executed. 
 
6.1 System Call 
 
System call is a controlled way of entering into kernel, when 
process requests that kernel should perform some process on 
its behalf. System call API (Application Programming 
Interface) make this service available to program, these 
service include, New Process Creation, Performing Input/ 
Output, Creating a pipe for Inter Process Communication. 
When System call is going to be executed process‘s state 
change from user mode to kernel mode, to make CPU access 
protected kernel memory. System call has fixed set and is 
uniquely identified by a unique number (which is not 
normally visible to program, which identify system call by 
its name). 
 
Process of system call execution  
1) Application Program invokes a system call by wrapper 

function. 
2) Wrapper function makes assurance that trap handling 

routine get system call arguments. 
3) Generally arguments are passed to wrapper function 

using stack, but kernel looks for specific registers for 
these arguments, hence wrapper function also copies 
these arguments to specific registers. 

4) Kernel need to identify each system call to know which 
system call is invoked and so each system call has its 
unique number. The wrapper functions copies system 
call number into CPU‘s specific registers 

5) Then Trap Instruction (int 0x80) is executed by wrapper 
function, which causes the process to switch to kernel 
mode from user mode. 

6) Then code pointed by location 0x80 is executed. 
7) Kernel Invokes a system call routine which is located in 

assembler file as a response to trap location 0x80. 
8) Register‘s values are saved onto stack by handler and 

some validation are done, like verifying system call 
number etc. 

9) Handler uses system call table to invoke appropriate 
system call service routine and also validates the 
arguments if there are any. A system call table is a map 
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of system call number as a key and appropriate system 
call value. 

10) Service routine performs various actions like 
transferring data between user memory and kernel 
memory or modifying values at address specified in 
arguments after proper validations from service 
routines. 

11) After this service routine returns status of execution to 
the system call routine. 

12) Returning process to user mode handler retuned to 
wrapper function. 

13) If system call‘s return value indicated error then 
wrapper function sets ‗errno‘ on global variables and 
then returns to called process providing integer value 
indicating execution state. 
 

7. Conclusion  
 
This paper can help anyone to add system call in Linux 
kernel and to understand what system call is and how it is 
executed. 
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